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" When I see birches bend to left and right ...
I like to think some boy's been swinging in them."
R. Frost
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about earth wrights

Earth Wrights are pioneers in the design and build of inspirational play spaces and play equipment. We believe natural play is central to growing, happy,
confident and healthy children. Most of our team are parents and we are committed to providing the very best play opportunities possible.
For the past 25 years we have transformed community spaces in schools, parks and local neighbourhoods, giving children a space to truly be themselves,
express their creativity, challenge themselves physically, and connect to nature.
Our customers have included the National Trust, Eden Project, local authorities and councils, housing associations, developers, schools and nurseries.
We consistently deliver fully approved ROSPA inspected installations on time and within budget. We offer full design and build of play spaces, drawing on
the expertise of our talented designers and craftspeople.
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what is natural play?
Our aim is to create ‘habitats for children’ where they can, for a time,
put down their modern trappings and play amongst hills, tunnels,
plants and timber structures. Places where they can get their hands
into sand, water, leaves, sticks and earth. Places where they can
connect with their true natural selves.

this catalogue
We want to give you an overview of the great things we can do.
This catalogue is organised to show 3 essential elements:

PLAY
LANDSCAPES

NATURAL PLAY
EQUIPMENT

LOOSE PARTS

Natural play works beautifully when all three elements combine.
This is what we aim for!

our pricing

Every Earth Wrights installation is bespoke and tailored to suit each
unique space. Prices are available to download from our webiste.
An overall cost may also include amounts for safety surfacing and
any additional logistics. All ideas illustrated are intended to offer
suggestions as to what is possible.

What follows in this catalogue can be viewed as a palette of ideas.
Our job is to help you pick and combine parts to create the best
play space possible.
Whether you are interested in creating a wonderful play space or adding
some innovative play equipment to your early years setting,
take a look at our work and if you like what you see, please get in touch.
Mike Jones, Design Director.
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natural play equipment

Set a challenge with our robust and innovative play structures,
designed for children to thrive at every age and stage.
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Pick and mix

Monkeybars.
Provides a fun but
difficult route from
one structure to
another.

Rope stairs.
A playful take on
a traditional spiral
staircase.

Roofed tower.
A great shelter,
look out tower and
climbing structure.

Balancing logs.
Develops balance,
spatial awareness
and a relationship
with risk.

Traversing ropes.
A good off-ground
play route around a
play space.

Log tangle.
Provides risk and
challenge in climbing,
balancing and
jumping.

Climbing net.
Good for climbing on
a moving and shifting
surface.

Hanging tyre.
A feature providing a
risky, challenging seat
or perch.

Wonky decks.
A playful way to
challenge expectations
that a floor should
be flat.

Climbing belt.
A challenging,
wobbly route up and
down structures.

Wobbly belt see-saw.
Slides over a central
bar allowing groups of
children at either end
to bounce each other.

Slide.
A fast, exciting
descent from a high
place.

Climbing ramp.
A fun route up and
down a tower or bank
that also has a play
space underneath it.

from the following
elements to create your own
unique design...

Or choose from the many
Earth Wrights play structures
that children are already enjoying...
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VICTORIA PARK, Buckfastleigh.
Play elements: Tower, wonky decks,
slide, climbing belt, wobbly belt
see-saw, log tangle, scramble net,
traversing ropes, hang-out net,
hanging tyre.
Area required: 12x12m
* Proposed project - photo is for example only.

HIGHVIEW, Bideford.
Play elements: Tower, wonky decks,
slide, climbing belt, rope stairs,
wobbly belt see-saw, log tangle,
traversing ropes, hanging tyre.
Area required: 7.5x13.5m
* Proposed project - photo is for example only.

THE BUNTINGS, Dawlish.
Play elements: Tower, slide, rope
stairs, log tangle, scramble net,
traversing ropes, monkeybars.
Area required: 7x8.5m
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WATERPERRY GARDENS, Oxfordshire.
Play elements: Tower, wonky decks,
slide, climbing ramp, scramble net,
rope stairs, wobbly belt see-saw,
log tangle, traversing ropes.
Area required: 7x12.5m

BLACKWATER PARK, Cornwall.
Play elements: Tower, slide, climbing
ramp, log tangle, traversing ropes.
Area required: 9x10m

* Proposed project - photo is for example only.

CARDINHAM WOODS, Cornwall.
Play elements: Tower, decks, slide,
scramble net, wobbly belt see-saw,
log tangle, traversing ropes,
balancing logs.
Area required: 7x10m
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KIMBERLEY PARK, Falmouth.
Play elements: Tower, wide slide,
stepping decks, climbing ramp,
sand hoist and buckets.
Area required: 5x6m

BISHOP CORNISH SCHOOL, Saltash.
Play elements: Tower, scramble net,
slide, climbing ramp, fat rope swing.
Area required: 6x6.5m

HALDON FOREST, Exeter.
Play elements: Tower, scramble net,
small rope swings, log tangle
and fat logs, play hut under tower.
Area required: 6.5x9.5m

* Proposed project - photo is for example only.
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COOMBE VALLEY, Teignmouth.
Play elements: Tower, wonky decks,
scramble net, log tangle.
Area required: 31x4m

* Proposed project - photo is for example only.

ST. THOMAS PRIMARY, Exeter.
Play elements: Wobbly belt see-saw,
climbing belt, log tangle,
traversing ropes, balancing logs.
Area required: 6.5x9.5m

RAVENSTONE PRIMARY, London.
Play elements: Log tangle with
hang-out net.
Area required: 5.5x6m
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BARTON HILL ACADEMY, Torquay.
Play elements: Tower with sand
hoist, water pump and hut under
the deck.
Area required: 2x2.5m

STANCOMBE COTTAGES, Kingsbridge.
Play elements: Wobbly belt see-saw,
hang-out net, slide.
Area required: 2.5x10.5m

FOLLATON PARK, Totnes.
Play elements: Tower, slide,
hut under deck.
Area required: 3x4m
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swings & things
Sturdy movers designed to lift young
aspirations sky high.
1. BASKET SWING
An exciting and social sharing swing.
Area required: 3x8m
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2. DOUBLE FLAT SWING
A classic and timeless swing.
Area required: 4x8m
(also available as a single swing).

3. DOUBLE TODDLER SWING
A first experience of the
freedom of swinging.
Area required: 4x7m
(also available as a single swing).

4. FAT ROPE SWING
Children can share the fun.
Area required: 4x8m
5
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5. ZIP WIRE
The longer the better...
Area required: 4x25m or 4x30m
6. CLIMBING WHIRL by Huck Play
A net climber that spins.
Area required: 8m diameter
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natural play landscapes

Imaginative planting and earth forms create
a space where new stories and friendships take root.
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mounds
Grassy contours and willow fringed
tunnels forge new frontiers ready
for discovery.
7. MOUNDS
Running up and rolling down.
Materials: Earth and turf.
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8. BALANCING LOGS
Balance, coordination.
Materials: Dartmoor oak/chestnut.
9. FALLEN TREE
Climbing with small world
play underneath.
Materials: Dartmoor oak/chestnut
10. STEPPING LOGS
Balance, coordination.
Materials: Dartmoor oak/chestnut
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11. WIDE MOUND SLIDE
Fast descent, wide version allows
sliding with a friend.
Materials: Stainless steel.
12. CONVEYOR BELT SLIDE
A good way to climb up and over
mounds.
Materials: Recycled coal conveyor
* Costs will vary depending on design and location.
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13. TUNNEL WITH LOG ENDS
Great for running and hiding
beneath a mound.
Materials: Logs, plastic road gulley.
14. TUNNEL WITH WILLOW ENDS
An exciting underground play space.
Materials: Earth bags, willow stems,
plastic road gulley.
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15. BRUSHWOOD TUNNEL
A play tunnel where a child’s
imagination can run wild.
Materials: Timber frame, bundles of
brush.
16. WHISPERING TUBE
Talk to someone you can’t see at
the other end of the tunnel.
Materials: Rain water tube.
17. DEN MAKING FRAME
Creative, co-operative shelter
building.
Materials: Log frame.
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18. BOULDERS
A different natural texture, allowing
balance, sitting, small world play.
Materials: Local quarry boulders.

* Costs will vary depending on design and location.
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Our play planting one year on at Lanhydrock National Trust.
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planting
Introduce sensory and edible
planting to encourage natural play,
the arts and essential life skills.
19. ROBUST PLAY THICKET
A safe space surrounded by nature.
Plants: Thornless and native shrubs.
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20. FRUIT AND SHADE TREES
Protection from the sun in a
beautiful environment.
Plants: A variety of trees.
21. WILD FLOWER MEADOW
Bee and insect friendly enviroment.
Plants: Colourful native wildflowers.
22. SENSORY PLANTING
Provides materials for art, craft,
creative play.
Plants: Herbs, grasses and textural
plants.
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23. EDIBLE PLANTING
Horticulture, harvest and cookery.
Plants: Tasty fruits, berries and nuts.
24. RAISED VEG BEDS
Learning about growing and
nurturing.
Plants: Seasonal vegetables.
* Costs will vary depending on design and location.
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25. CLIMBABLE TREES
Allows children to enjoy ‘risky’ play
while using strength, balance and
coordination.
Plants: We choose species with
growth habits that enable climbing
when mature.
26. LIVING WILLOW TIPI
A tall focal point structure.
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27. LIVING WILLOW TUNNELS
A stimulating space for running,
hiding and chasing.
28. LIVING WILLOW DOMES
A quiet space for fantasy play.
29. TYRE PLANTERS
What better than a planter using
recycled materials?
Materials: Recycled tyres.
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30. TYRE MOUND EDGING
Edging for sitting on and
walking along, protects the bottom
of mounds.
Materials: Recycled tyres.

* Costs will vary depending on design and location.
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mud water & play parts
Getting creative with pure natural ingredients.
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mud play
A mud kitchen or a sandy
construction site encourages
invention, role play and cooperation.
31. MUD KITCHEN
Cook or clean with mud, twigs,
leaves, grass and water.
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32. LOG OVEN
For frying weeds
and baking mud pies.
33. DEEP SAND PIT
Enjoy digging, shaping
and moulding.
Indicative cost: Dependent on
design and location.
34. POP-UP SAND PIT
A low cost moveable sandpit.
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35. SAND HOISTS & TRANSPORTERS
A building site for role play
and cooperation.
36. TYRE SAND PIT
Digging, burying and building.
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water play
For free-flowing fun just add water!
37. MOVEABLE PORTAPUMP
Pump water down channels and
streams.
38. FIXED WATER PUMP
A focal point for exciting water play.
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39. WOODEN CHANNELS
A chance to dam water and let it flow.
40. ROCKY STREAM BED
Dam water, let it flow, explore it’s
qualities.
Indicative cost: Dependent on
design and location.
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41. HOLEY BOARDS AND GUTTER PLAY
Plan and build new routes for water
or balls to travel.
42. WATER TROUGHS
Great for splashing water
and sailing boats.
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stand alone
& loose kits
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43. LOG CLIMBING STACK
Encourages climbing, balancing
and den making.
44. ZIGURSEAT PLAY FRAME
A compact moveable den/seat/climber.
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45. LARGE PLAY FRAMES
Moveable structures for climbing
and hanging out.
46. MUSIC FRAMES
Experiment with sound and rhythm.
Indicative cost: Dependent on
design.
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47. TRIPOD BUILDING KIT
Work together to build climbing
structures and dens.
48. PALLET OF BUILDING PARTS
Loose parts facilitate endless play
possibilities.
49. TROLLEY FOR PARTS
Handy wheeled storage trolley.
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site accessories

Bring nature closer to home with our range of rustic,
hand-crafted seats, fences and site enhancing accessories.
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supporting
play
When parents are comfortable,
children have more freedom to play.
49. BENCHES
Truly comfortable, ergonomic seats.
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50. PICNIC TABLE
Perfect for packed lunches.
51. GATES
Make your entrance special.
52. WONKY FENCE
A distinctive playful fence.
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53. LITTLE BENCHES
A robust and perfectly sized bench
for children.
54. FIRE PIT
A friendly area for socialising,
storytelling, playing music, sharing
food or forest school.
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55. OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS
Open air learning area with optional
cover for all weather use.
56. WILDLIFE HABITATS
Bird boxes, mini beast hotels and
more.
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57. DECKS
A platform in the wild to balance
or run on.
58. STAGES
An area for children to express
themselves, build confidence and
role play.
59. CYCLE LOOPS
Experience speed, balance and risk.
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60. PLAY BRIDGES
Experience passing over or under
other children.

testimonials
The quality of the craftsmanship is outstanding. The park is in tune with
the environment and with what children and their families need and want.
Karen Searle, King Georges Park, Elburton.
We have been so pleased with the work, ethic and vision of all involved.
Earth Wrights have turned our ideas into an exciting reality!
Vicky Oakes, Bishops Cornish Pre School.
The build is of exceptional quality, durability, and ethically and sustainably sourced.
11 out of 10 all round!
Rob Higgs, Sculptor (Kimberley Park, Falmouth.)
You worked to deadline and within budget which is extraordinary in this day and age.
Simon Buchanan, Waterperry Gardens, Oxfordshire.
You have truly enriched the lives of our children.
Their futures are brighter because of you!
The Early Years Team, The Hyde School, London.
To see an advert for how high quality play provision can bring families together,
come to King Georges Park. It is like an oasis in a desert.
Parent, King Georges Park, Elburton.
From our first meeting it was obvious how different your company was…
You saw the same magic as the children.
Vera Dumbleton, friends of Macandrew Field.
We are delighted with the quality and look of all the products, more importantly
the children are absolutely loving their new outdoor space.
Luella Jane on behalf of Queens College Taunton.
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For further information contact:
enquiries@earthwrights.co.uk phone 01803 865919

View a full range of play spaces and stand-alone products:

www.earthwrights.co.uk

